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[Product Information] Nahimic 3 Sound Tracker 

 

MSI Notebook which bundled with audio equalization sound solution – “Nahimic 3” 

supports Nahimic Sound Tracker. 

 

Nahimic Sound Tracker is an FPS oriented feature that provides a visual 

indication localizing the source of the strongest sound while in a game. With this 

feature, gamers are able to pick up an approaching threat more definitively and 

easily, thereby being even more dynamic. 

To be able to show the indication, Nahimic Sound Tracker captures the 5.1 and 

7.1 sound streams processed by notebook’s audio system, and is displayed in a 

chosen list of games using DirectX 9, 9c, 10 and 11. While having an easier FPS 

gaming with Nahimic Sound Tracker, its technology of capturing the sound streams 

can be recognized as a vital threat to games from some anti-cheating platforms; 

some games forbid such feature to keep the fairness and balanced, and can block 

users from logging in or terminates game automatically if such feature is detected. 

Due to the game fairness and anti-cheat launcher, not every game can support 

Nahimic Sound Tracker, check if the running games are supported by Nahimic Sound 
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Tracker from the game support list to assure the optimized support and get the best 

gaming experience. 

For non-gaming program such as creator/designer/2D/3D modeling program, 

there might also be a compatibility issue while Nahimic Sound Tracker & Sound 

Tracker Engine is enabled. Therefore, starting from Nahimic 3 version 1.4.14, 

Nahimic Sound Tracker & Sound Tracker Engine will no longer be enabled by default. 

 

To Enable Nahimic Sound Tracker, open Nahimic 3 and go to Settings page, manually 

Enable/Disable the Sound Tracker Engine first, then click on the power button shown 

on the screen to enable the feature. 

 

NOTE: If a software compatibility issues is encountered when the Sound Tracker 

Engine is enabled, manually disable the Sound Tracker Engine to solve the problem. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.nahimic.com/games-list/
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*Sound Tracker Engine = OFF 

 

*Sound Tracker Engine = ON 

 

 


